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Purpose of the Course 

 
 The objective of this course is introduce the quantum mechanical concepts needed to under-
stand the operation of not only current nanoelectronic and nanophotonic devices and materials, 
but to understand the operating principles behind devices and materials still in their infancy. To 
this end, we will apply the principles of quantum mechanics to understand cutting edge next gen-
eration nanoelectronic devices and materials such as:   
 

• Graphene and carbon based nanoelectronics,  
• Single electron devices 
• Spintronic devices 
• Topological materials 
• Nanoplasmonic devices and interconnects.  

 
We will combine the use of course textbooks with current literature to show how quantum prin-
ciples are used not simply to understand traditional physics applications but to understand new 
physical effects and their potential applications in transformative new technologies.  
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ECE 487 Course Specifics 

 
Course Director:  Professor Matthew Gilbert 
    2256 Micro and Nanotechnology Laboratory 
    333-3064 
    matthewg@illinois.edu 
 
Office Hours:   Tuesday and Thursday 11 am – 12 pm.   

Other times by appointment. 
 
Course Meeting Room: 57 Everitt Laboratory 
 

Room 156 Everitt Laboratory is the office for registration, section 
changes, lost & found. 

 
Required Course Text: Quantum Mechanics for Scientists and Engineers  

D.A.B. Miller 
Cambridge University Press, 2008. 

 
Recommended Reading: Quantum Mechanics 
    Claude Cohen-Tannoudji, Bernard Diu, and Franck Laloë 
    Wiley-VCH, 2005. 
 
 

mailto:matthewg@illinois.edu�
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Requirements of the Course 

 
Class etiquette: Students must study the assigned material before class, attend class regularly, 
be attentive, ask questions, and complete the required work satisfactorily. 
 
Homework: The homework will consist of several types of problems:  There will be a few sim-
ple “plug-in” problems to illustrate and reinforce the concepts covered in the assigned reading 
and lectures, and derivations of equations given in the textbook or in class.  Another type of 
problem that is important in developing the understanding of semiconductor devices and their 
applications is the application or extension of the concepts that have been studied to new situa-
tions.  Occasionally, a problem will be assigned on topics that are not studied in class.  This type 
of problem is probably the most important because it teaches the student how to learn new ma-
terial on his own, an ability that will be essential for a successful career in electrical or computer 
engineering.  Another type of problem that will be assigned on certain topics is the design prob-
lem, where judgment must be used and there may be a number of acceptable answers.  The final 
type of problem is the computer based problem in which the variation of a particular quantity can 
be plotted as a function of some variable for different parameters.  These types of problems are 
tedious to analyze using a simple calculator, but are trivial using a computer and plotting rou-
tines. 
 
If the student has not already acquired the ability to write simple computer programs and pro-
duce computer generated graphs using Mathematica, Excel, Matlab, Matcad, or some other pro-
gram, this ability should be acquired in the first four weeks of the course. 
 
The homework must be turned in at the beginning of the class period when it is due. 
Late homework will not be accepted. 
 
Homework guidelines: 
Homework must be done on 8-1/2 x 11 paper, preferably on engineer calculation sheets or engi-
neering calculation pads. The pages for each homework assignment must be stapled together. 
The pages must be numbered, and the following information must be on the first page: (1) your 
name, (2) Net ID #, (3) assignment number (4) date.  
 
The homework must be neat and easily readable, in pen, dark pencil, or computer output, and all 
work leading to your answer must be shown. 

 
Homework format: The solution to each homework or exam problem must include all of the 
following that are appropriate for the particular problem: 

• A diagram and/or  the equations required for the problem. 
• Solution of the equations for the appropriate quantities, using only variable symbols. 
• In the final expression, numbers and units must be substituted. Note: units for each physi-

cal quantity in the equation must be explicitly included. 
 

 
 
The units of the quantity in the final answer must be converted to those desired by using unity 
multiplication factors. The units commonly used in semiconductor device work are those in the 
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SI system of units, with the exception  that it is common to use cm (10-2 m) or sometimes μm 
(10-6 m), instead of meters for length measurements, and cm3 rather than m3 for volume mea-
surements. 
 
Finally, and only after all of the above have been done, use a calculator to complete the necessary nu-
merical calculations, and then draw a box around your answer. 
 
Significant Figures:  In the calculation of quantities from theoretical models or from experimental 
measurements, it is important to be aware of in the number of significant figures that are mea-
ningful in your final result:  
 
(1)  If an expression involves the product or quotient of several quantities, the number of signifi-
cant figures retained in the answer should only be as many as the number of significant figures in 
the least precise quantity used in the calculation,  
 
(2) If a calculation involves sums and differences, the number of significant figures retained 
should be determined by the smallest number of decimal places in any term in the expression: 
e.g., 12.5 + 1.3295 = 13.8. 
 
(3) For calculations in this course, assume that the quantities given are sufficiently accurate 
to justify retaining three significant figures in your final result.  Display your results in the 
form of a graph whenever appropriate. 
 
You will not receive full credit for a homework or exam problem unless all of these requirements 
are complied with.  If we cannot read your work on the homework or exams, you will receive 
zero credit! 
 
You are encouraged to work together and discuss the homework assignments.  Please see 
me during office hours for assistance on material or homework problems that you do not under-
stand.  However, the homework assignments that you turn in must be your own work and not 
copied from someone else's solutions.  (Copying someone else's solution and submitting it as 
your own is cheating!) 

 
Note! 

 
Homework or exam problems that are illegible or difficult to read and follow, or do not in-
clude the appropriate units explicitly, will not receive full credit. 
 

Be neat! 
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Exams 
 
Midterm: I plan on giving one midterm exam will consist of several problems or questions. The 
exam will be closed book.  An equation sheet and the physical parameters and constants that are 
required in the solutions will be provided. The midterms are combined exams given in the even-
ing at the times shown in the syllabus. They will be planned to take one hour. The format of your 
exam solutions should be the same as that used for the homework assignments: units must be 
shown explicitly, your answer must be circled and your work must be readable. Numerical an-
swers should contain three significant figures unless more are justified by the given data. The 
final exam is a three hour combined exam, which will be given at a time to be scheduled. You 
will need a scientific calculator for the homework and the exams. 
 
Journal Style Paper and Presentation:  In lieu of a final exam, I plan on having students pre-
pare a journal style paper and give a supporting in-class presentation.  This is a critical part of 
engineering that is often left uncovered in classes.  In order for you to be successful in the field 
of engineering, you must be able to clearly and effectively communicate your ideas.  Therefore, I 
will ask you to prepare one 20 page, double spaced paper complete with figures and references to 
cover one of the topics that we cover in class.  To support this paper, each student will give one 
20 minute presentation in class during which both other students and myself will ask relevant 
questions to probe the depth of understanding and to clarify points made during the talk.  Topics 
must be cleared with me to be sure that they are appropriate. 
 
 
Grading Criteria: Your grade in ECE 487 is based primarily on your scores on the homework 
assignments, hour-exam, final paper, in-class presentation and your class participation as fol-
lows: 
 
Final Score = Homeworks + Final Journal Style Paper + Midterm scores + Final Presentation 
score as follows: 
 
Homework =   10% 
Presentation =  20% 
Hour Exam  =  35% 
Journal Style Paper = 35% 
---------------------------------- 
Total =            100% 
 
Letter grades will be assigned to different ranges of the final scores. 
 
Study the material ahead of time, attend class, pay attention and ask questions! Your perfor-
mance and contributions in class will help you learn the material. Because of this grading proce-
dure, it is not possible to accurately determine your letter grade from your scores before the 
course is completed.   
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Course Policy on Absences 
 

If you miss an exam or homework assignment, the following procedures apply: 
 
To receive an excused absence, you must either arrange your absence in advance with your in-
structor (i.e., prior to the absence), or complete an Excused Absence Form at the Undergraduate 
College Office, Room 207 Engineering Hall, indicating what work you have missed and the rea-
son for the absence.  This form must be signed by a physician or medical official for a medical 
excuse, or by the Office of the Dean of Students (Emergency Dean) for a personal excuse due to 
personal illness, family emergencies, or other uncontrollable circumstances.  The office may be 
reached at 333-0050. 
 
For missed classes or hour exams, present the completed form in person to me as soon as possi-
ble after you return. 
 
 

 Work missed due to an unexcused absence will be counted as a 0. 
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Spring 2011 

ECE 487 TENTATIVE COURSE SCHEDULE AND OUTLINE 
Class 
Meeting  

Date Topic Assigned §'s - Study from 
D.A.B. Miller’s book 

1 TU 01/18 Introduction to the course and general introduction to 
quantum mechanics 

Read Info Packet 

2 TH 01/20 Foundations of Quantum Mechanics 
2.1 – Introduction to the Schrödinger Equation 

§'s 2.1 – 2.2 

3 TU 01/25 Foundations of Quantum Mechanics 
3.1 – Wavefunctions and Diffraction 

§'s 2.3 – 2.5 

4 TH 01/27 Foundations of Quantum Mechanics  
4.1 –  Potential Wells and Barriers 

§'s 2.6 – 2.8 

5 TU 02/01 
 

Foundations of Quantum Mechanics 
5.1 –  Harmonic Oscillator 

§'s 2.10 – 2.11 
 

6 TH 02/03 Time Dependent Quantum Mechanics 
6.1 –  Time Dependent Schrödinger Equation 

§'s 3.1 – 3.3 
 

7 TU 02/08 Time Dependent Quantum Mechanics 
7.1 – Wavepackets 
7.2 – Measurement and Uncertainty 

§'s 3.4 – 3.9  

8 TH 02/11  Time Dependent Quantum Mechanics 
8.1 – Measurement and Uncertainty Cont. 
8.2 – Probability Current 

§'s 3.10 – 3.15 
 
 

9 TU 02/15  Tools to Understand Nanotechnology 
9. 1 – State Space 
9.2 – Introduction to Operators 

§'s 4.1 - 4.3 
 

10 TH 02/17 Tools to Understand Nanotechnology 
10.1 –  Dirac Notation 
10.2 – Linear Operators 

§'s 4.4 - 4.7 
 
 

11 TU 02/22 Tools to Understand Nanotechnology 
11.1 – Linear Operators Cont. 
11.2 – Commutation of Operators 

§'s 4.8 – 4.13, 5.1 
 

12 TH 02/24 Tools to Understand Nanotechnology   
12.1 – Revisiting Uncertainty 
12.2 – Mathematical Functions and Tricks 

§'s 5.2 – 5.4 
 
 

13 TU 03/01 Tools to Understand Nanotechnology  
13.1 – Nondegenerate Perturbation Theory 
13.2 – Degenerate Perturbation Theory 

§'s 6.1 – 6.4 
 

14 TH 03/03 Tools to Understand Nanotechnology  
14.1 –  Variational Method  
14.2 –  Tight Binding Method 

§'s 6.5 – 6.6, 
 

15 TU 03/08 Towards Understanding Nanomaterials  
15.1 – Time-Dependent Perturbation Theory 
15.2 – Non-linear Optical Coefficients 

§'s 7.1 – 7.4 
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16 TH 03/10 Towards Understanding Nanomaterials  
16.1 – Crystals 
16.2 – Bloch Theorem 
16.3 – Density of States in Bulk and Quantum Confined 

Materials 

§'s 8.1 – 8.9 
 

17 TU 03/15 Towards Understanding Nanomaterials 
17.1 – Optical Processes in Nanomaterials 

§'s 8.10 
 

18 TH 03/17 HOUR EXAM  
Chapters 2 – 8 

 

-- ----------- SPRING BREAK (03/21 – 03/25)  
19 TU 03/29 Towards Understanding Nanotransistors 

19.1 – Revisiting the Potential Barrier 
19.2 – WKB and Other Approximations 

§'s 11.4 – 11.4 

20 TH 03/31 Towards Understanding Nanotransistors  
20.1 – Tunneling Devices 
20.2 – Tunneling Nanotransistors 

Selected Papers 

21 TU 04/05 Towards Understanding Nanotransistors  
21.1 – Landauer Formula 
21.2 – Ballistic Transport 

Selected Papers 
 

22 TH 04/07 Towards Understanding Nanotransistors 
22.1 – Operation of Modern Nanotransistors 

Selected Papers 
 

23 TU 04/12 Towards Understanding Nanotransistors  
23.1 – Single Electron Transistors 
23.2 – Carbon Based Nanoelectronics 

Selected Papers 
 

24 TH 04/14 Towards Understanding Spintronics and Beyond  
24.1 – Angular Momentum 

§ 9.1 – 9.6 

25 TU 04/19  Towards Understanding Spintronics and Beyond  
25.1 – Spin 

§ 12.1 – 12.7 
 

26 TH 04/21 Towards Understanding Spintronics and Beyond  
26.1 – Quantum Hall Effect 
26.2 – Topological Effects and Materials 

Selected Papers 

27 TU 04/26 Towards Understanding Spintronics and Beyond  
27.1 – Spin Based Nanodevices  
27.2 – Identical Particles 
 

Selected Papers and §’s 
13.1 – 13.2 
 

28 TH 04/28 Towards Understanding Spintronics and Beyond 
28.1 – Identical Particles 

§’s 13.3 – 13.9 
 

  FINAL PRESENTATIONS AND PAPERS, 
 To be announced 

 

 


	Exams

